
Year One, Term Three, 2021
St Joseph’s Primary School
Respect for Self, Respect for Others, Respect for Environment

ST JOSEPH’S SCHOOL PRAYER

Dear God,
We thank you for our wonderful school. We are glad we belong to St Joseph's

community.
We pray that we will be safe and happy at school, and that we will learn much

about You, ourselves and the world.
Help us to treat each other with respect and generosity.

We hope to be like St Joseph, a person who cared for others.
Amen

We hope you all enjoyed the break, and that our students are feeling rested
and excited for the term ahead. We cannot quite believe that it is already Term
Three! We thank you for attending the Parent Teacher Interviews in Week Two.
We always look forward to speaking about the wonderful progress your child is
making throughout the year and we hope that you found it valuable.

It has been wonderful to have parent helpers back in the classrooms this year and
we thank you for your endless support. We understand that not everyone is available
to help out, but if you are, we will begin the program in Week 5 (pending
Government restrictions). Please keep an eye for our parent helper roster outside the
classroom door.

As always, please feel free to chat to one of us with any questions. We look forward
to working with you and your children in Term Three.

andRianne Coldebella Claire Dusting
rcoldebella@sjelst.catholic.edu.au
cdusting@sjelst.catholic.edu.au

IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER

● Term Three begins, Monday 12th July
● Parent Teacher Interviews Wednesday 21st & Thursday 22nd July
● Working Bee, Saturday 24th July, 8:30 am - 12 noon
● P&F Roaring 20s Social event and Art auction, Saturday 14th August, 7 pm
● School closure Friday 20th August
● Book Week, 23rd August, Nicki Greenberg Author visit
● Book Week, 27th August, Book Parade dress up
● Father’s Day Breakfast and assembly, Friday 3rd September
● Year One Parish Mass, Friday 10th September, 10am
● Last Day of Term Three, Friday 17th September, 1 pm
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The Religious Education program this term will focus on the RE Curriculum content
descriptor of Morality and Justice. Through Bible stories, the students will investigate
the concept of stewardship from the perspective of the Catholic Tradition. The
students will reflect on their connection with the environment and how they might
care for it. They will also interpret human impact on the environment, evaluating it in
the light of the Catholic understanding of stewardship. Towards the end of the term,
the students will facilitate a liturgy, which we welcome families to join. We will share
these details closer to the date.

NUMERACY
During Term Three students will continue to revise, consolidate and extend their
number skills through place value, multiplication, addition and subtraction units, as
well as working in their ‘Number Blaster’ groups that are related to their individual
learning goals.
The following concepts will also be covered:
❖ Pattern
❖ Time
❖ Location

These units include a range of hands-on activities, allowing students to see the
relevance of maths in their everyday lives. Thank you for your ongoing support at
home with encouraging mathematical language and experiences.

LITERACY
In Term Three students will learn about the following concepts, skills and topics within
each area of the Literacy curriculum;

Reading: Students will explore non-fiction texts, to both develop their understanding
of the features of these texts, and to learn and comprehend content to support our
Topic unit. Students will participate in daily reading lessons and will continue to
practise their ability to read and comprehend texts suitable to their level. A simple
way to support your child’s development of reading comprehension is by asking
them questions about the book they have read.

Writing: Students will learn about the structure, author’s purpose and language used
when writing a variety of texts, such as information reports and persuasive writing.
The students will explore ‘Writing to Inform’, where they will write information reports
that are linked to our Topic unit. We will finish off the term with a unit on persuasive
writing. Using the Writing Revolution model, we will continue to focus on sentence
structure. Students will be learning about the four sentence types; declarative,
interrogative, exclamatory and imperative sentences, as well as learning to write
compound sentences using the conjunctions because, but, and, so. Grammar,
punctuation and handwriting will remain a focus, particularly on the correct use of
dotted thirds and letter formation.

Spelling: This term we are continuing with the scope and sequence of the
Multisensory Structured Language program. Students will have an explicit teaching
session for 30 minutes everyday, where they will practice the soundpack and are
taught spelling rules. Students will be taught the spelling patterns ee and ea, oo, au
and aw, ue and ew, and ie, as well as learning about prefixes and suffixes.
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Irregular spelling
Irregular spelling practise will no longer occur in the classroom. Students who are still
learning the irregular word list are to practise nightly, along with their reading, as part
of our homework program. Their irregular word focus list is in their school diary.

Home Reading: Students are expected to read at home on a daily basis. Please
ensure you record the books your child reads in their diary. Home reading should not
be a difficult task. Rather, it should foster a love of reading and to ensure reading
remains an enjoyable experience at home. We recommend engaging in discussion
about the books before, during and after the reading.

TOPIC
This term our unit of study is titled ‘Our Earth, Our Responsibility’. The students will
explore the changes that occur in the sky and landscape, and how daily and
seasonal changes affect everyday life. Additionally, the students will explore how
the Earth’s resources are used in a variety of ways, and will consider what might
happen to humans if there were a change in a familiar available resource and
identify actions that can conserve resources. The students learning in this unit will
culminate with a student-led project, where they will demonstrate a way in which
they can care for the local environment.

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING
Students explored the ‘Stamina’ domain of the Berry Street Education Model (BSEM)
Curriculum last term, including concepts like naming feelings, growth mindset, and
resilience. This term, students will study the ‘Engagement’ domain. The main focus
this term for the students is to learn the importance of goal setting.

SPECIALIST PROGRAMS

The children will continue to have Sport, Music, Italian and Visual Arts on
WEDNESDAYS. Library is also every FRIDAY and, in order for children to borrow books,
they will need their library bags at school.

MUSIC - Erin Absalom
Term 3 will see students in Year 1 explore movement as it pertains to music. They will
watch and perform routines using body percussion, as well as create their own body
percussion as the term progresses. They will explore how music and movement
together can be used to tell stories and communicate emotion, even without the
aid of words or spoken language. By the end of this term, students will compose their
own body percussion routine which they will perform in front of the class.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - Louise Howell
The Year 1 students will begin with a focus on fitness. This will involve the use of
equipment such as skipping ropes. Following this, they will undertake a snow sports
program called ‘Little Shredders’. This program introduces a curriculum of fun and
inclusive ‘off snow’ modules, delivered on school grounds to prepare children for a
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snow experience. These modules cover such skills such as balance technique,
equipment and snow safe knowledge, together with spatial awareness exercises in a
fun team environment. They will also continue to work on their teamwork and
cooperative skills with their peers.

They will continue to work on their teamwork and cooperative skills with their peers.

VISUAL ART - Lidia Chris
During Term Three, the children are going to work with clay, shaping and moulding it
to make a piece reflecting the topic, 'Out of Space', which they will paint. They are
also going to experiment with different printing tools, creating artworks inspired by
some of the books from Bookweek.

ITALIAN - Franca Butera-Crea
During Term 3, children in Year 1 will learn language related to the seasons. They will
learn about the Northern and Southern hemispheres, and why the seasons in
Australia and Italy contrast. Students will learn vocabulary related to clothing, with a
focus on noun gender. They will write simple sentences in Italian using the target
language.

As always, if there are any questions or feedback, please don’t hesitate to contact
us.

Looking forward to another amazing term.

Claire Dusting and Rianne Coldebella
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